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Summary of Mobile ID (mDL)

Allows the customer to carry a version of the ID on a 
phone via an App (DMV will explore apps)

DMV does not manage the mDL as it is up to the 
customer (DMV will establish criteria and authenticate)

It is a service/courtesy to the customer and is not a 
requirement (mDL compliments physical license)

Transportation Security Administration (TSA) Compliant

American Association of Motor Vehicles (AAMVA) 
developed best practices for mobile ID use



Benefits of mDL

ConvenienceConvenienceConvenienceConvenience: Having an mDL on a smartphone provides an alternative to carrying a physical license.

RealRealRealReal----time updates:time updates:time updates:time updates: With an mDL, your information can be updated in real-time, ensuring that law enforcement or other 

authorities always have access to the most up-to-date information.

Ease of sharingEase of sharingEase of sharingEase of sharing: mDLs can simplify the process of sharing your license information.

 InteroperabilityInteroperabilityInteroperabilityInteroperability: This supports visitors to our State as well as our residents traveling to other States.

Faster replacementFaster replacementFaster replacementFaster replacement: A lost license can be replaced more quickly, sometimes even instantly.

BackupBackupBackupBackup: In case a physical license is lost, stolen, or damaged, an mDL serves as a backup form of identification. 

Enhanced security featuresEnhanced security featuresEnhanced security featuresEnhanced security features: mDLs incorporate advanced security features such as encryption and authentication, which 

will protect personal information and reduce the risk of identity theft.

Selective information sharingSelective information sharingSelective information sharingSelective information sharing: When verifying their identity, mDL users can choose to share only specific information 

required for a particular situation.

Digital integrationDigital integrationDigital integrationDigital integration: An mDL can be integrated with other digital services and applications, streamlining processes like age 

verification for online purchases, rental car reservations, and more.



Facts about Mobile ID

+ It does not replace the physical ID card

+ Law enforcement does not need to handle the 
phone to retrieve the mDL

+ It is the customer’s option to use and it is intended 
for convenience

+ No additional personal information is gathered 
through the use of the mDL

+ Vermonters will still be required to have a physical 
credential.  An mDL only compliments the physical 
license for times when it is more convenient.



60% US STATES EVALUATING OR IMPLEMENTING MDLS
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Source: AAMVA, ISO

mDL is an optional companion to physical 
DL/ID

ISO standard 18013-5 approved 2021

• Interoperability 

• Specifies interface between MDL, MDL 
reader, and issuing authority (DMV)

ISO standard 18013-5



TSA TESTING MDLS, INCREASED TO 19 AIRPORTS

Source: https://www.tsa.gov/biometrics-technology



MDL LAW ENFORCEMENT USE CASE 

• Mobile device remains with individual 

• NFC and/or QR code technology enables 
distance verification

• Physical DL/ID required if Officer does 
not support MDL or individual prefers 
not to use MDL

Source: AAMVA


